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ProVantage Procurement Cookie policy 

 
Q. What are 'cookies'? 
 
A. 'Cookies' are small text files that are stored by the browser on your computer or mobile phone. 

They are widely used in order to make websites work, or work more efficiently, as well as to   
provide information to the owners of the site. 

 
Websites are able to read from and write to these files, allowing them recognise user preferences or 
return visitors. Cookies are the tools that give websites a sense of memory, allowing them to 
recognize one user's website visit from another.  
 
Each web domain can only access cookies stored by that specific web domain, meaning that only 
the paconsulting.com servers can access the cookies set by the paconsulting.com domain. These 
cookies are called first party cookies. Third party cookies are cookies set by third-party websites. 
 
Note - cookies are not software, they are not programs, they cannot carry viruses and they cannot 
install any kind of malware on the host computer. 
 
The data collected within these cookies are anonymous, based on IP addresses and do not contain 
any individual information. 
 
Use of cookies on this site 
 
Some cookies used on Provantageprocurement.co.uk are technically necessary for the web site to 
operate. 
 
We use other cookies for marketing and website optimisation. Some of them are analytical cookies 
and allow us to understand how our web site performs: we can count the number of visitors, know 
how effective our content is and improve how our web site works. We use this information 
anonymously for statistical purposes. Others can be combined with personal data visitors have 
consented to give to us so we can deliver marketing or advertising communications that are relevant 
to their interests. 
 
Finally, some cookies are used by advertisers to deliver advertising material relevant to visitors’ 
interests. 
 
Please contact us if you want more information on how we use cookies 


